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Links from Genome Proteins to Known 3-D Structures

Yanli Wang, Stephen Bryant, Roman Tatusov, and Tatiana Tatusova

National Center for Biotechnology Information, National Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20894, USA

We describe a genome annotation service provided by the Entrez browser, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez. All protein products identified in fully sequenced microbial genomes have been compared with proteins with known 3-D structure by use of the BLAST sequence comparison algorithm. For the ~20% of genome proteins in which unambiguous sequence similarity is detected, Entrez provides a link from the gene product to its predicted structure. The service uses the Cn3D molecular graphics viewer to present a 3-D view of the known structure, together with an alignment display mapping conserved residues from the genome protein onto the known structure. Using an example from *Aeropyrum pernix*, we illustrate how mapping to a 3-D structure can confirm predictions of biological function.

The rapid growth of sequence data from genome sequencing projects has produced a huge set of new protein sequences. These sequences are generally derived by translation of ORFs in the genomic sequence, with no experimental evidence for expression or function. Functional characterization is most often obtained by comparison with sequences already in public databases. When some of these sequence neighbors have known 3-D structure, this information may further assist assignment of biological function. For example, a biologist may check whether the residues involved in specific ligand binding in the known structure are conserved in the newly sequenced protein. Further examination of structure neighbors, as detected by structure–structure comparison, may identify additional binding sites and/or ligands.

Current efforts in structural genomics aim to provide either an experimental structure or detailed theoretical model for every protein from fully sequenced genomes (Kim 1998; Brenner et al. 1999; Burley et al. 1999; Eisenstein et al. 2000; Mallick et al. 2000; Shapiro and Harris 2000; Skolnick et al. 2000). While these projects are in progress, however, much can be learned by simply mapping residues of the newly sequenced protein onto the known structures of homologs. This analysis requires relatively straightforward computational tools, and it can be performed systematically and the results updated as additional genomes are sequenced and new structures are determined. What is needed is an efficient method for sequence comparison and molecular-graphics software for display of the corresponding sequence-structure alignments. The results may then be incorporated into a retrieval service accessible to genome researchers.

Here we describe an annotation service of this kind, on the basis of links between the Genome database of Entrez (Tatusova et al. 1999) and its 3-D-structure Database, MMDB (Wang et al. 2000a). Significant sequence similarity between genome proteins and proteins with known structure is detected by use of the BLAST algorithm (Altschul et al. 1997) and recorded as a genome-to-structure link. When a user identifies a protein of interest and follows this link, the corresponding sequence-to-structure alignment is displayed by use of Cn3D (Wang et al. 2000b), a molecular-graphics viewer that operates on a PC, Macintosh, and other popular computers. As an example, we examine a hypothetical protein from *Aeropyrum pernix* K1 (Kawarabayasi et al. 1999), showing how Entrez’s link to 3-D structure strongly supports identification as a phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (PCK).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using Entrez to Find Links to 3-D Structure

Links from genome proteins to 3-D structures are available from the Entrez Genomes home page for each fully sequenced microbial genome. One may find a list of the available genomes by choosing http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=Genome, followed by Microbial Genomes. The listing contains 28 fully sequenced genomes at the time of writing, but is updated as new genome sequence data are deposited in GenBank (Benson et al. 2000). The home page for an individual organism is reached by choosing its name, for example *Aeropyrum pernix* K1. Fully sequenced genomes are also recorded in Entrez’s nucleic acid sequence database, and predicted proteins in Entrez’s protein sequence database. Thus, one may also search...
for a particular protein name, author name, or other term using Entrez’s sequence databases, and then follow the links to the home page of the corresponding genome (Wheeler et al. 2000). A list of proteins from all complete genomes with sequence similarity to proteins of known 3-D structure is provided at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PMGifs/Genomes/PDB bact.html.

By choosing the 3-D structure link from the genome home page, the user is presented with a tabular listing of genome proteins in which BLAST has identified significant similarity to one or more proteins with known 3-D structure. By choosing the *Aeropyrum pernix* protein coded by gene APE0033, for example, one sees that BLAST has identified significant similarities to 36 other proteins, 2 of which have known structure. Following the link to the ;neighbors with 3-D structure, one finds the list of structures shown in Figure 1. The home page for each genome also provides ways to search for a particular protein. The tabular listing of links-to-structure contains gene names and protein names, and one may search for a protein of interest using the find feature of a WWW browser. One may also select a region from the physical map of the genome, or use the listing of BLAST sequence neighbors grouped by taxonomic superkingdom. These routes also lead to a listing of any available links to 3-D structure.

Because BLAST may detect significant similarity to several proteins of known structure, genome-to-structure links are presented as rows in a table, as shown in Figure 1. Links in the column labeled 3-D launch the Cn3D molecular graphics viewer to display the genome protein mapped onto any one of the
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known 3-D structures. The Cn3D program can be downloaded freely by use of the get Cn3D link provided. The graphical representation of the sequence-structure alignment shows the region of the genome protein that has been aligned with each known structure. The column labeled MMDB brings one to the home page of each structure, where further links describe that structure. These include links to MEDLINE citations and links to the structure neighbors of that protein, as calculated by structure-structure comparison. Also shown are BLAST similarity scores, with links that display conventional alignments.

Using 3-D Structure Links in Genome Annotation

The product of the Aeropyrum pernix gene we consider as an example, APE0033, was originally annotated only as a hypothetical protein (Kawarabayasi et al. 1999). BLAST comparison with other protein sequences suggests a possible function, as many (although not all) of these sequence neighbors are annotated as phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinases (PCKs). Sequence similarity is not very high, however, with only 25% identical residues in the best-scoring BLAST alignments, and it is far from certain that PCK function is conserved. It is in this situation that the availability of a 3-D-structure link can be particularly valuable. From the 3-D structure one can often identify residues required for molecular function, such as those required for PCK activity. Using the sequence-structure alignment, one may then ask whether these specific residues are conserved in the genome protein. This computational analysis cannot prove that function is conserved, or that APE0033 is a PCK, but it can provide stronger evidence than sequence similarity alone.

Figure 2 shows the sequence-structure alignment of the APE0033 protein with one of its sequence neighbors with known 3-D structure, 1AYL, a PCK. In Cn3D’s structure window, one may identify the sites in which substrates adenosine-triphosphate (ATP), magnesium (Mg^{2+}), and oxalate are bound. In Cn3D’s sequence window, one sees the BLAST alignment of the
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APE0033 protein onto 1AYL. PCK is an important gluconeogenic enzyme, catalyzing the diversion of tricarboxylic acid cycle intermediates toward gluconeogenesis. Its catalytic mechanism has been studied well, and the crystallographers reporting the structure identified several active site residues (Tari et al. 1996). By selecting these residues in the structure window, one sees the corresponding residues highlighted in the sequence window. One may also see that these residues, which include the ATP-binding motifs (GX4GKTT) and (X4D), are highly conserved in the aligned sequence of the APE0033 protein.

Further insight into structure-function relationships can sometimes be gained by examining other structures related to the genome protein. Structure 1OEN (Matte et al. 1996), for example, appears as both a sequence neighbor of the genome protein APE0033 and as a structure neighbor of 1AYL. This is a PCK almost identical to 1AYL, but crystallized in the unliganded state. By selecting 1OEN from among the structure neighbors of 1AYL, one may view the 3-D superposition of these two proteins, as shown in Figure 3. By using the Cn3D viewer to display an alternating animation, one may see that the protein undergoes a significant hinge motion to close the active site cleft when the substrate is bound. One may also identify residues that are brought into proximity to one another and/or the substrate by this motion, for example.

![Figure 3](image-url)

*Figure 3* Three-dimensional superposition of two PCK structures, in the presence and absence of substrates. The liganded structure 1AYL is rendered in magenta and the substrate-free structure 1OEN in blue. It can be seen that the active site cleft is closed upon binding and that residue E297 moves into close proximity to the substrate. E297 is conserved in the protein product of APE0033 (not shown).
1AYL residue E297. By examining the sequence-structure alignment of APE0033 onto 1AYL, one may see that this residue is also conserved in APE0033, further suggesting that this protein possesses the same enzymatic mechanism as known PCK.

METHODS

Protein sequences from microbial genomes are extracted from the Genome division of Entrez (Tatusova et al. 1999) and compared with the NCBI non-redundant sequence database. Similarity searches are performed with the BLAST 2.0 engine (Altschul et al. 1997) with default parameters (substitution matrix BLOSUM-62, gap penalties: existence: 11, extension: 1). Low-complexity regions on the query sequence are masked out with SEG (Wootton and Federhen 1993). Due to the large number of the resulting alignments, the output is stored in a binary index file containing sequence identifiers, taxonomy index, raw score, and the positions of the matching regions. The results are presented in a table as shown in Figure 1. For each pair of protein sequences, raw score, calculated normalized score (bits), and expectation value (E-value) are presented, allowing evaluation of the statistical significance of the similarity. The user can specify the score cutoff (in bits) to select the most significant alignments. With the current database size of ~150,000,000, residues for a typical query protein of 250 amino acids to achieve a marginally significant E-value of 10e-4, a normalized score of ~47 bits is necessary. Sequences from Entrez’s 3-D structure database are selected from all the BLAST neighbors and linked to a visualization system.

Entrez’s 3-D structure database, MMDB (Molecular Modeling Database) (Wang et al. 2000a), contains all experimentally determined structures obtained from the Protein Data Bank (Berman et al. 2000). It provides pre-calculated structure neighbors on the basis of systematic structure-structure comparisons by use of the VAST algorithm (Gibrat et al. 1996), as well as links to MEDLINE and other resources. Entrez’s 3-D viewer, Cn3D (Wang et al. 2000b), is a visualization tool for structure, sequence, and alignment, which functions as a helper application for WWW browsers. The highlighting function is a useful way for mapping residues between the sequence and structure view. Further information is available from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/CN3D.
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